
“The Torii Developer Community is a huge asset for Torii customers, and you don’t 
actually have to be a developer to take advantage of it.  For smaller IT Teams in 
particular, the Developer Community is incredibly beneficial in reducing common 
pain points by providing documentation, resources, and support to help you 
through the development process. Basically, you don’t have to go it alone.”

Nathan Vergin

Director of IT, AkitaBox

The SaaS Management Platform That Works For You

AI-Powered SaaS 
Management
No nonsense, just AI-powered results. Torii 
leverages AI to eliminate manual tasks, freeing 
up valuable time so you can focus on more 
strategic initiatives.   

Put SaaS Management on Autopilot With Industry-Leading AI Features and Capabilities

AI Powered  Discovery 
and Mapping
Instantly uncover your entire SaaS stack—
including Shadow IT—with AI-powered SaaS 
discovery and mapping. Automatically 
standardize SaaS data to unlock rich insights, 
actions, and customizable workflows. Finally, 
true SaaS visibility.

Torii AI Assistant
Instantly answer any SaaS question with Torii’s 
AI assistant. Simply Slack Torii to immediately 
gain rich insights and make quicker, data-
driven decisions. This is SaaS management, 
elevated.

AI Contract Ingestion
Use Torii's AI Contract Ingestion to eliminate 
manual data entry. Instantly upload SaaS 
contracts and all of their line items with a click 
of a button.  Experience seamlessly integrated 
cost management. 

Application Identifier
Stop spending time searching for and manually 
inputting application details. Have Torii’s App 
Identifier do it for you instead. Leverage 
detailed application data for actionable insights 
and nuanced workflows
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You are paying $15,000 a year for Zoom and 
Tony Stark is the app owner.
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Torii empowers IT pros to solve modern SaaS challenges at their source—from Shadow IT to 
wasted spend and inefficient processes. Unlike other tools, IT pros rely on Torii to manage their 
entire SaaS ecosystem, discovering every SaaS app, optimizing SaaS investments, and automating 
SaaS tasks—all in one place. Our uniquely open platform allows IT to consolidate SaaS systems, 
tailor Torii to their company’s evolving needs, and adopt best practices with ease. Now, IT can stay 
in the driver’s seat while securing their company’s sensitive data and empowering every 
stakeholder with the insights and actions they need. 
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Book Demo

https://www.toriihq.com/info/request-a-demo

